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SUBJECTS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

RE KNOXVILLE TELETYP To BUREAU, 9/22/92, AND SAN ANTONIO
AIRTg TO BUREAU, 9/27/92.

GROUP I UCO APPROVED 4/4/91, EXTENDED ON 8/5/92, TO
EXPtRE 2/5/93.

ON 9/23/92, CONTACT MADE WITH [Redacted] WHO WAS ABLE TO
LEAVE JOHN GRADY'S COMPOUND WHERE [Redacted] FOR THE AMERICAN PISTOL AND RIFLE
ASSOCIATION (APRA) ANNUAL CONFERENCE, WHICH WAS CALLED APRA
REMONZIOUS AND NATIONAL FREEDOM CONFERENCE SLATED FROM

GRADY [Redacted] BELIEVE PATCON UCA FINANCES HIS GROUP
THROUGH ARMORED CAR ROBBERIES, AND GRADY WAS WANTING TO KNOW
HOW PATCON UCA EXCHANGED MONEY OR GOT RID OF STOCKS AND BONDS
FROM THE ROBBERIES. GRADY SAID HE WOULD BE WILLING TO MAKE
PATCON UCA AN OFFER FOR ANY SECURITIES FROM ROBBERIES THAT
PATCON UCA WANTED TO GET RID OF.
SOURCE STATED WHO HAS TAUGHT CLASSES ON "HOW TO KILL COPS," WILL BE IN CHARGE OF SECURITY AT APRA CONFERENCE AND THAT ARMED GUARDS WILL PATROL COMPOUND AS A SECURITY MEASURE DURING THE CONFERENCE. IN ADDITION, TOLD SOURCE GRADY HAS STOCKPILE OF WEAPONS BUT DOES NOT LIKE TO TELL WHERE THEY ARE LOCATED.

SOURCE LEARNED THAT ON [Blurred text] THERE IS MEETING SCHEDULED AT COMPOUND OF ALL THE KNIGHTS OF THE ORDER OF SAINT JOHN.

ON 9/30/92, PATCON UCA ARRIVED GRADY'S COMPOUND APPROXIMATELY AND WAS GREETED AT ENTRANCE BY GUARD DRESSED IN CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORM, WEARING APRA HAT AND ARMED WITH SHOTGUN AND SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL. IT COST [Blurred text] TO REGISTER FOR THE DAY. PATCON UCA SAW [Blurred text] PATCON UCA TALKED
INTELWIRE.com
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TO WHO WAS DESCRIBED AS WHITE MALE, 50'S, GRAY HAIR, GLASSES, 6'6", 260 POUNDS, STOCKY BUILD AND RED COMPLEXION. GRADY LATER INTRODUCED ________ TO THOSE IN ATTENDANCE AT THE SPEECH GIVEN BY ________ AS BEING THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR SECURITY.

PATCON UCA OBSERVED SECURITY GUARDS DRESSED IN CAMOUFLAGE UTILITIES AND ARMED WITH SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOLS PATROLLING THE COMPOUND. BEFORE THE PRESS ARRIVED TO COVER SPEECH BY ________ EVERYONE WAS TOLD TO NOT DISPLAY UNIFORMS OR WEAPONS SO AS NOT TO GIVE THE APPEARANCE OF AN ARMED CAMP.

PATCON UCA, ________ WENT TO TRAINING AREA OF APRA DURING AFTERNOON AND PATCON UCA OBSERVED ADULTS AND SOME KIDS FIRING AT ONE OF PISTOL RANGES. PATCON UCA ALSO OBSERVED RIFLE RANGE AND SHOTGUN COURSE AND COMBAT COURSE.

AN ATTEMPT BY PATCON UCA TO MEET ________ BEFORE HIS
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SPEECH WAS NEGATIVE AS [REDACTED] WAS ASLEEP IN GUEST HOUSE AT
COMPOUND, AND AFTER SPEECH, THERE WERE TOO MANY PEOPLE AROUND
[REDACTED] AND GRADY TO MEET [REDACTED] AND ENGAGE IN ANY MEANINGFUL
CONVERSATION WITH [REDACTED] OR GRADY. PRIOR TO SPEECH, GRADY AND
[REDACTED] WERE OBSERVED TO GO INTO CHURCH LIBRARY AND MEET FOR
APPROXIMATELY THIRTY MINUTES. AFTER THAT, GRADY INTRODUCED
SOME OF THOSE IN ATTENDANCE TO INCLUDE: 1) [REDACTED] OF
CIVILIAN MATERIAL ASSISTANCE; 2) [REDACTED] ONE OF CONFERENCE
SPEAKERS; 3) [REDACTED] A CONFERENCE SPEAKER ON POW/MIA'S;
4) [REDACTED] AND A GUEST SPEAKER 5) [REDACTED]

[REDACTED] SPOKE FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO HOURS AND AMONG AREAS
SPOKEN OF WERE THE FOLLOWING: 1) THE WAVE INCIDENT IN IDAHO
IN WHICH [REDACTED] BASICALLY DESCRIBED WHAT HAD HAPPENED, AND
EVIDENTLY IN REFERENCE TO HRT, STATED THE FBI HAD SOME
SPECIALY TRAINED AGENTS THERE WHO WERE VERY GOOD AND THAT FBI
WAS ONLY FOLLOWING ORDERS FROM WASHINGTON, D.C.; 2) THE NEW
WORLD ORDER AND THAT UNITED NATIONS TROOPS SHOULD NOT TRAIN ON
UNITED STATES SOIL SUCH AS AT FORT DIX, NEW JERSEY; 3) HOW THE
NEWS MEDIA CONTROLS EVERYTHING AND THAT THE MEDIA IS
CONTROLLED BY THE BANKING SYSTEM; 4) EVERYONE SHOULD BE PREPARED AND WEAPONS AND FOOD STOCKPILED. AT THE END OF THE SPEECH ATTENDED BY APPROXIMATELY 150 PEOPLE, HAD EVERYONE STAND AND HE ADMINISTERED THE OATH OF ALLEGIANCE TO THOSE PRESENT.

AFTER SPEECH, PATCON UCA WENT WITH TO POSEY'S VEHICLE FROM WHICH PRODUCED THE FIVE NIGHT VISION BINOCULARS (NV8). PATCON UCA TESTED THEM, FOUND THEY WORKED EXTREMELY WELL AND GAVE $7500, WHICH PUT IN HIS POCKET. WHEN ASKED ABOUT ORIGIN OF DEVICES, SKIRTED ISSUE AND IMPLIED THEY CAME FROM THE "BLACK MARKET." ALSO SAID MIGHT HAVE MORE OF THE DEVICES IN ABOUT A WEEK. ALSO AGAIN TOLD PATCON UCA ABOUT AVAILABILITY OF 50 ONE-POUND BLOCKS OF TNT, WHICH WOULD CHECK TO SEE IF IT WAS GOOD. SAID THE BLASTING CAPS LOOKED ALRIGHT AND THAT THE PERSON WHO HAD TNT MIGHT ALSO HAVE C-4 EXPLOSIVES FOR SALE AS WELL. WILL CHECK OUT AND ADVISE PATCON UCA.
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TEXT CONTINUES:

PATCON UCA THEN LEFT COMPOUND, TRAVELED TO CHATTANOOGA
WHERE THE BINOCULARS WERE TURNED OVER TO KNOXVILLE CASE AGENT.
A CHECK OF THE NVB'S DETERMINED THE FOLLOWING: 1) ALL WERE IN
GREEN, CANVAS CASES; 2) ALL HAD SERIAL NUMBERS (WHICH HAD BEEN
STICKERS) REMOVED; 3) ALL FIVE BAGS HAD WHAT APPEARED TO BE
THE SERIAL NUMBERS PRINTED ON THE OPENING FLAP; 4) SERIAL
NUMBERS ON BAGS WERE: A) 86091A, B) 86011A, C) 06273, D)
007971, E) 06218. (IT IS NOTED THAT ALL FIVE OF ABOVE NUMBERS
APPEAR ON THE LIST OF SERIAL NUMBERS OF GOGGLES STOLEN FROM
FORT HOOD, TEXAS, PER REFERENCED SAN ANTONIO AIRTTEL TO
BUREAU); 5) STAMPED ON FRONT OF EACH BAG IS AN/PVS-7A, NIGHT
VISION GOGGLE; 6) THREE OF BAGS HAVE PRINTED IN BLUE PAINT ON
FRONT HQ 333, HQ 335 AND HD 339 RESPECTIVELY. EVEN WITHOUT
SERIAL NUMBERS, IT APPEARS THESE GOGGLES ARE PART OF FORT HOOD
THEFT. PATCON UCA WAS ONLY ABLE TO ASCERTAIN ORIGIN OF
GOGGLES AS FROM

REQUEST OF BUREAU:

BUREAU IS REQUESTED TO ADVISE IF FURTHER AUTHORIZATION
 GIVEN TO USE FUNDS FROM PATCON UCO BUDGETED FOR PURCHASE OF
STINGER MISSILES TO BUY MORE OF NIGHT VISION GOGGLES IF THEY
PHOENIX DIVISION SHOULD CONSIDER CASE AGENT, SA FOR TRAVELING TO KNOXVILLE DIVISION AT CHATTANOOGA ON TO BE AVAILABLE FOR FIRST-HAND DEBRIEFING OF SOURCE AND TO BE INVOLVED IN FUTURE PLANNING FOR UTILIZATION OF SOURCE IN PATCON UCO. IT IS FELT SA PARTICIPATION WOULD BE BENEFICIAL TO INVESTIGATION.

SAN ANTONIO DIVISION AT FORT HOOD, TEXAS.

WITHOUT REVEALING TO ARMY AUTHORITIES THAT FIVE OF GOGGLES FROM THEIR THEFT HAVE BEEN RECOVERED, DETERMINE IF SERIAL NUMBERS OF GOGGLES WERE PLACED ON THE OPENING FLAP OF THE CASES. ALSO ATTEMPT TO LEARN IF THERE ARE ANY OTHER NUMBERS LOCATED ON THE GOGGLES ANYWHERE THAT COULD BE LINKED TO SERIAL NUMBERS.

KNOXVILLE DIVISION AT CLEVELAND, TENNESSEE.

WILL NOT ENTER SERIAL NUMBERS OF NIGHT VISION GOGGLES INTO NCIC UNTIL IT IS CONSIDERED APPROPRIATE, SO AS NOT TO JEOPARDIZE ONGOING INVESTIGATION. WILL FURNISH COPIES OF DETAILED DEBRIEFINGS OF PATCON UCO AND TO RECEIPT OFFICES UNDER SEPARATE COVER.
INVESTIGATION CONTINUES.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

PATCON UCA REFERRED TO IS SA BALTIMORE b7C

DIVISION - SMMRA.

SUBJECTS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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